What should a cholecystectomy and a Van Halen concert have in common? The answer according to Atul Gawande is a checklist to help get things right. In the 'Checklist Manifesto', Gawande argues that the volume and complexity of the knowledge required for the safe practice of medicine now far exceeds our ability to properly deliver it. He believes that doctors can learn from other industries such as aviation and construction where checklists have made possible some of the most difficult tasks. He has worked with the WHO to introduce this concept into the world of surgery and has produced a ninety second checklist which reduced deaths and complications by more than one third in eight hospitals around the world-at virtually no cost and for almost any kind of operation.

Van Halen\'s insistence on having a bowl of M &M\'s, with the brown ones removed, was not in fact the unreasonable request of an egocentric pop band. This request was carefully submerged in a 90 page document that they provided for venue organisers to ensure the safety of their concerts. If the brown M &M\'s were still present they knew that the document had not been carefully read and that further safety checks were required which often revealed preventable hazards.

Will Gawande\'s idea catch on? Keep an eye on the colour of M&M\'s the surgeons are eating........
